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My strategies for neat printing:  

 

�   Slow down  
�   Print letters from top to bottom 
�   Print letters on the line (no floaters) 
�   Print tall letters tall (b, d, f, h, k, l, t) 
�   Print small letters small (a, c, e, i, m, n, o, r, s, u, v, w, x, z) 
�   Print “digger” letters digging down below baseline (g, j, p, q , y) 
�   Leave a finger space between words 
�   Use correct capitalization and punctuation 

How did I do? 
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Key Strategies for Neat Printing of Sentences 
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1. Print the sentences as neatly as you can 

 
✓  
 1. Print the sentences as neatly as you can. 
 2. Use correct capitalization and punctuation.  
 3. Leave a finger space between the words. 
 4. Circle your neatest sentence. 
 5. Describe why it is your neatest sentence. 

 

I see a red ball. |||<||<|| 
|||||||||||||||||||||||||< 
We run and play. |||||<|| 
||||||||||||||||||||||||<<| 
He likes to jump. |||||||<<| 
|||||||||||||||||||||||||<< 
I ran to the park.   <| |||< 
||||||<<||||||||<<||||||| 
 

 
 

Sight Word Sentences 
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✓  
 1. Print the sentences as neatly as you can. 
 2. Use correct capitalization and punctuation.  
 3. Leave a finger space between the words. 
 4. Circle your neatest sentence. 
 5. Describe why it is your neatest sentence. 

 

Come look at this. ||<<|| 
|||||||||||||||||||<<||| 
Please come here. |||||<<| 
|||||||||||||||||||||||<<| 
Where will you go? ||||<<| 
|||||||||||||||||||||||<<| 
My dog likes to dig. ||||<<| 
|||||||||||||||||||||||<<| 
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✓ 
 1. Print the sentences as neatly as you can. 
 2. Use correct capitalization and punctuation.  
 3. Leave a finger space between the words. 
 4. Circle your neatest sentence. 
 5. Describe why it is your neatest sentence. 

I can run and jump.||>||| 
|||||||||||||||||||||>>|| 
I like to eat an apple. ||||< 
||||||||||||||||||||<||| 
We must leave soon. ||| | 
||||||||||||||||||||||<| 
Is it time to go now? ||<<| 
|||||||||||||||||||||||<<| 
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✓ 

 1. Print the sentences as neatly as you can. 
 2. Use correct capitalization and punctuation.  
 3. Leave a finger space between the words. 
 4. Circle your neatest sentence. 
 5. Describe why it is your neatest sentence. 

 

Put on the blue cap. |||<<| 
|||||||||||||||||||||||<<| 
I am a good student. ||<<|| 
||||||||||||||||||||||<<| 
When did you see it? |<<| 
|||||||||||||||||||||||<<| 
I like my friends a lot. |<<| 
|||||||||||||||||||||||<<| 
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✓  
 1. Print the sentences as neatly as you can. 
 2. Use correct capitalization and punctuation.  
 3. Leave a finger space between the words. 
 4. Circle your neatest sentence. 
 5. Describe why it is your neatest sentence. 

 

I see a big black bug. |||<| 
|||||||||||||||||||||||| | 
She’s too little to fly. ||| | 
|||||||||||||||||||||||| | 
I can’t find my pencil. ||| || 
|||||||||||||||||||||||||| 
The blue bird is pretty. <| 
|||||||||||||||||||||||||| 
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✓  
 1. Print the sentences as neatly as you can. 
 2. Use correct capitalization and punctuation.  
 3. Leave a finger space between the words. 
 4. Circle your neatest sentence. 
 5. Describe why it is your neatest sentence. 

 

Do not take so many. |||| | 
||||||||||||||||||||||||||  
I saw two black bears. < || 
||||||||||||||||||||||||||  
That was a funny joke. || | 
||||||||||||||||||||||||||  
They all went for a ride. || 
|||||||||||||||||||||||| | 
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✓  
 1. Print the sentences as neatly as you can. 
 2. Use correct capitalization and punctuation.  
 3. Leave a finger space between the words. 
 4. Circle your neatest sentence. 
 5. Describe why it is your neatest sentence. 

 
 

She said I can help you. || | 
|||||<<<<<<>>>>|||||| 
They have four bunnies. || | 
|||||<<<<<<>>>>|||||| 
The white cat jumps up. || 
|||||<<<<<<>>>>|||||| 
Yes, I will be there soon. | 
|||||<<<<<<>>>>|||||| 
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✓  

 1. Print the sentences as neatly as you can. 
 2. Use correct capitalization and punctuation.  
 3. Leave a finger space between the words. 
 4. Circle your neatest sentence. 
 5. Describe why it is your neatest sentence. 

 
 

I ate all my lunch today. | | 
||||<<<<<<>>>>|||||||  
She went down the slide. | | 
||||<<<<<<>>>>||||||| 
He sat on the new chair. | | 
||||<<<<<<>>>>||||||| 
Please cut out the circle. | 
|||||<<<<<<>>>>|||||| 
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✓  
 1. Print the sentences as neatly as you can. 
 2. Use correct capitalization and punctuation.  
 3. Leave a finger space between the words. 
 4. Circle your neatest sentence. 
 5. Describe why it is your neatest sentence. 

 

 

I like to run in the sun. || | 
|||||<<<<<<>>>>|||||| 
The cat sits on my lap. || | 
||||||<<<<<<>>>>||||| 
The sun is big and yellow. | 
|||||<<<<<<>>>>|||||| 
I took our dog for a walk. | 
||||||<<<<<<>>>>||||| 
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✓  
 1. Print the sentences as neatly as you can. 
 2. Use correct capitalization and punctuation.  
 3. Leave a finger space between the words. 
 4. Circle your neatest sentence. 
 5. Describe why it is your neatest sentence. 

 

 

I ate three brown eggs. || | 
||||||<<<<<<>>>>||||| 
She came into the room. | | 
||||||<<<<<<>>>>||||| 
A little mouse ran away. | | 
||||||<<<<<<>>>>||||| 
Do you want to play ball? | 
||||||<<<<<<>>>>|||| 
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✓  
 1. Print the sentences as neatly as you can. 
 2. Use correct capitalization and punctuation.  
 3. Leave a finger space between the words. 
 4. Circle your neatest sentence. 
 5. Describe why it is your neatest sentence. 

 
 

I like to run fast. |||||||||||   |   

||||||<<<<<<>>>>>>>>||| 

He put on his coat.    ||||||||   

||||||<<<<<<>>>>>>>>||| 

Do you live near by?   ||||  |||| 
||||||>><<<<>>>>^^^^^^^ 
Every day I eat lunch. |   ||| |  |  
||||||>><<<<>>>>^^^^^^^ 
It is very nice outside. |  || ||   
||||||>><<<<>>>>^^^^^^^   
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✓  
 1. Print the sentences as neatly as you can. 
 2. Use correct capitalization and punctuation.  
 3. Leave a finger space between the words. 
 4. Circle your neatest sentence. 
 5. Describe why it is your neatest sentence. 

 
 

She makes me laugh. || ||||||||| 
||||||>><<<<>>>>^^^^^^^ 
Always say thank you. || |||||<| 
||||||>><<<<>>>>^^^^^^^ 
Look at the full moon. | ||||||| 
||||||>><<<<>>>>^^^^^^^ 
Good work! High five! |||| | |||  
||||||>><<<<>>>>^^^^^^^ 
Those trees grow fast. ||||||| 
||||||>><<<<>>>>^^^^^^^ 
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✓  
 1. Print the sentences as neatly as you can. 
 2. Use correct capitalization and punctuation.  
 3. Leave a finger space between the words. 
 4. Circle your neatest sentence. 
 5. Describe why it is your neatest sentence. 

 
 

He reads many books. | ||||  || 
||||||>><<<<>>>>^^^^^^^ 
Why do birds fly away? || |||| |  
||||||>><<<<>>>>^^^^^^^ 
We had fun in the gym. || |||||   
||||||>><<<<>>>>^^^^^^^ 
She is quiet as a mouse. || |||||   
||||||>><<<<>>>>^^^^^^^ 
Are you feeling better? |||||| 
||||||>><<<<>>>>^^^^^^^ 
 


